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Purpose Self-paced maximal testing methods may be able to exploit central media-
tion of function-limiting fatigue and therefore have potential to generate more
valid estimates of peak oxygen uptake. The aim of this study was to investigate
the feasibility of a new method for self-paced peak performance testing on tread-
mills and to compare peak and submaximal performance outcomes with those
obtained using a non-self-paced (‘computer-paced’) method employing predeter-
mined speed and slope profiles.
Methods The proposed self-paced method is based upon automatic subject position-
ing using feedback control together with an exercise intensity which is driven by
a predetermined, individualized work-rate ramp.
Results Peak oxygen uptake was not significantly different for the computer-paced
(CP) versus self-paced (SP) protocols: 4�38 � 0�48 versus 4�34 � 0�46 ml min�1,
P = 0�42. Likewise, there were no significant differences in the other peak and sub-
maximal cardiopulmonary parameters, viz. peak heart rate, peak respiratory
exchange ratio and the first and second ventilatory thresholds. Ramp duration for CP
was longer than for SP: 494�5 � 71�1 versus 371�3 � 86�0 s, P = 0�00072. Con-
comitantly, the peak rate of work done against gravity was higher for CP:
264�8 � 40�8 versus 203�8 � 53�4 W, P = 0�0021.
Conclusions The self-paced approach was found to be feasible for estimation of the
principal performance outcomes: the method was technically implementable, it
was acceptable to the subjects and it showed good responsiveness. Further investi-
gation of the self-paced method, with adjustment of the target ramp-phase
duration or modification of the work-rate calculation equations, is warranted.

Introduction

There has recently been substantial interest in the development

and evaluation of ‘self-paced’ maximal exercise testing proto-

cols; this is a family of methods whereby exercise intensity is

set according to the subject’s volition. It has been observed

that, during normal exercise outwith the formal testing envi-

ronment, self-paced mechanisms naturally come into play

through optimized central mediation of muscle recruitment

which is presumed to have the goal of avoidance for as long

as possible of catastrophic function-limiting fatigue (Lander

et al., 2009). Self-paced maximal testing therefore has the

potential of generating more valid, that is, higher, peak oxy-

gen uptake ( _VO2peak) values.

Various self-paced testing methodologies have been pro-

posed and compared with different implementations of

‘standard/traditional’ protocols, but the outcomes have, as

yet, proven broadly inconclusive. A novel self-paced approach

based on the subject’s self-controlled rating of perceived exer-

tion (RPE), involving five-two-minute RPE stages, was put

forth by Mauger & Sculthorpe (2012). During maximal exer-

cise testing using a cycle ergometer, these authors found

higher average _VO2peak with the self-paced approach, com-

pared to a standard protocol (Mauger & Sculthorpe, 2012).

Chidnok et al. (2013), in contrast, found no differences in
_VO2peak between the Mauger self-paced approach and two

standard protocols, albeit the self-paced and standard tests

were administered on different models of cycle ergometer.

The same RPE-based self-paced method has been imple-

mented in various forms for treadmill testing, but, again,

broad consensus is not yet evident regarding _VO2peak out-

comes. Mauger et al. (2013) reported higher self-paced
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_VO2peak, but the self-paced and standard protocols which were

compared were evaluated on different treadmills: the self-

paced protocol used a non-motorized treadmill where the

subject was able to freely choose running speed, whereas the

standard protocol was evaluated with a motorized treadmill.

This confounding factor was eliminated in a subsequent study

from the Mauger group (Hogg et al., 2015). That work used a

single 2�5-m-long motorized treadmill and a zoning approach

where the subject indicated to the experimenter the need, or

otherwise, to change speed or slope to achieve each of the five

prescribed two-minute duration RPE levels; that is, the subject

self-positioned on the treadmill surface to self-control RPE,

while the experimenter was required to manually adjust speed

or slope according to the subject’s indicative position. It was

found that a self-paced protocol which primarily used slope to

influence RPE gave higher _VO2peak than either a self-paced

speed-driven approach or a standard protocol. An alternative

treadmill implementation of the Mauger self-paced protocol

did not, however, demonstrate a significant difference in
_VO2peak (Faulkner et al., 2015). In that study, slope was kept

constant (1%) and, in the self-paced protocol, speed was self-

regulated by the subject manually pressing the speed button

on the treadmill control panel. Finally, a fully manual form of

self-paced testing, where no RPE-clamping was required, was

investigated (Sperlich et al., 2015). There, subjects had to

manually adjust speed and slope using the control panel with

the aim of reaching exhaustion in 8–12 min. No differences

were found between self-paced _VO2peak and those obtained

using three conventional forms of incremental testing.

The studies highlighted in the foregoing review all required

some form of manual intervention by the subject and/or the

experimenter during the self-paced protocol, but the need for

the subject to either self-position within some zone on the

treadmill surface or to interact with the control panel might

be a significant distractor: fully automated approaches which

allow the subject to self-pace without the need to manually

interact in any way with the treadmill, and which inherently

provide safe positioning on the treadmill belt, therefore war-

rant investigation. A study from Scheadler & Devor (2015)

implemented just this approach, but it was found that _VO2peak

was significantly lower with self-pacing compared to a ‘tradi-

tional’ incremental protocol. Technically, that study used a

heuristic control algorithm for automated positioning: posi-

tion was continuously measured using an ultrasound sensor;

the treadmill surface was divided into 10 acceleration/deceler-

ation zones, with the magnitude of speed correction being

higher for zones further from a central, neutral zone; and the

subject was then allowed to self-select running speed in order

to self-control RPE during five-two-minute stages (i.e. the

Mauger RPE-based self-pacing approach was implicit in this

implementation); slope was kept constant at 8%. In contrast,

the traditional protocol employed a constant speed and a slope

profile which had increases of 2% every 2 min. Thus, the way

in which speed and slope were combined was quite different

for the self-paced (constant slope, variable speed) and

traditional (constant speed, variable slope) protocols, thus

introducing an additional unaccounted-for factor into the

comparative analysis. The feedback control approach to auto-

matic positioning employed in the aforementioned study is

reminiscent of techniques that have been widely used in other

fields of investigation, notably in locomotion, virtual environ-

ment and gait research (Minetti et al., 2003; Lichtenstein et al.,

2007; Sloot et al., 2014, 2015; Plotnik et al., 2015).

A novel algorithm for self-paced peak performance testing on

treadmills is set out in the sequel. In common with the approach

of Scheadler & Devor (2015), the technical implementation

herein also includes automatic positioning by feedback control,

but the incremental exercise intensity is driven by a predeter-

mined and individualized work-rate ramp. The method incor-

porates simultaneous changes in both speed and slope, and the

subject is free to arbitrarily and freely vary running speed with-

out any need for manual interaction. Based on the self-selected

speed and the work-rate ramp, slope is automatically computed

and set on a continuous basis. Thus, the subject is required nei-

ther to interact manually with the control unit, nor is he

required to control his position on the treadmill belt, nor to

self-control to meet the incrementally increasing exercise-

intensity target. The self-paced (SP) protocol is compared to a

non-self-paced method, termed ‘computer-paced’ (CP), where

the speed and slope profiles are predetermined according to the

same work-rate ramp. This has the advantage, for comparative

purposes, that the CP approach implemented here also combi-

nes simultaneous changes in speed and slope according to the

same governing equation for the rate of work done against

gravity that is used for SP testing.

The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of

this new method for self-paced peak performance testing on

treadmills and to compare peak and submaximal performance

outcomes with those obtained using a non-self-paced method

employing predetermined speed and slope profiles.

Methods

Subjects and study design

For the comparison of the CP and SP protocols, a convenience

sample of 10 healthy male subjects was recruited (Table 1).

Subjects were not required to have any experience of treadmill

running; persons with any cardiovascular, respiratory or mus-

culoskeletal complaints were excluded.

Table 1 Subject characteristics.

Mean � SD Range

Age/(y) 23�4 � 2�9 19–29
Body mass/(kg) 76�9 � 9�6 65�0–96�0
Height/(m) 1�80 � 0�05 1�72–1�88
BMI/(kg m�2) 23�6 � 2�4 21�5–29�0

n = 10, all male.
SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index (mass/height2).
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Each subject attended three sessions, with sessions separated

by at least 48 h. The first session was a familiarization where

subjects were acquainted with the breath-by-breath system,

the treadmill and with the CP and SP test protocols.

The second and third sessions were the formal CP/SP test

measurements. The study design was counterbalanced by

sequentially changing the order of presentation of each test

condition for each subject, that is CP then SP versus SP then

CP, and by random assignment of subjects upon recruitment;

thus, for the 10 subjects, there were five cases of CP then SP

and five cases of SP followed by CP.

All formal CP/SP peak performance tests had six stages: a

three-minute period of recorded rest with the subject standing

quietly on the treadmill; a five-minute warm-up of running at

1�4 m s�1 (5 km h�1) and zero slope; a further 3 min of

recorded rest; 3 min of walking at 0�6 m s�1 (2 km h�1)
and zero slope; a ramp phase, where work rate increased lin-

early until the subject’s limit of tolerance was reached; and a

cool-down of 5 min walking at 0�6 m s�1 and zero slope. All

20 formal exercise tests were terminated at the subjects’ own

volition by them indicating via a hand signal that they had

reached their peak exertion.

Ramp test protocols

For both the CP and SP test protocols, work rate (power) was

characterized as the rate of work done against gravity in mov-

ing the body mass up the treadmill slope using

PðtÞ ¼ mgvtðtÞ sinðhðtÞÞ; ð1Þ
where m is body mass, g is gravitational field strength

(9�81 N kg�1), vt is treadmill speed and h is the treadmill

angle (treadmill slope is related to h as slope = tan h � 100%).
During the ramp phase of both protocols, the rate of work

done against gravity increased linearly with time; the gradient

of the ramp was set individually for each subject such that

their predicted peak work rate would be reached in 10 min;

predicted peak work rate was obtained using a methodology

detailed elsewhere (Saengsuwan et al., 2016).

For the CP protocol, to obtain the specified individual

ramp work rate, speed and slope were preprogrammed to

simultaneously increase in a nonlinear, equally smooth

fashion according to the algorithm proposed by (Hunt,

2008; Jamieson et al., 2008), which is based upon the gov-

erning equation for the rate of work done against gravity,

Eq. (1).

For the SP protocol, the individualized linear-ramp work-

rate profiles, with the aim of reaching predicted peak work

rate in 10 min, were the same as those used for CP, but sub-

jects were allowed to self-select their running speed during

the ramp phase. Thus, with respect to Eq. (1), the rate of

work done against gravity P was prespecified, speed vt was

self-selected by the subject, and Eq. (1) was continuously

resolved in real time to obtain the required treadmill angle

and slope, viz.

hðtÞ ¼ arcsin
PðtÞ

mgvtðtÞ
� �

; slopeðtÞ ¼ tanðhðtÞÞ � 100%: ð2Þ

Automatic positioning controller for self-paced testing

To enable the subject to self-select running speed, denoted vr,

and therefore to facilitate self-paced performance testing, an

automatic positioning controller was implemented (Fig. 1).

This controller has the task of keeping the subject close to a

target position x* relative to a reference point at the front of

the treadmill; here, x* was set to 0�7 m. To achieve this,

treadmill speed vt is automatically and continuously updated

by a feedback controller transfer function C(s) based on the

difference between target position x* (a constant) and real-

time measurement of actual position x. The treadmill speed vt
thus computed by the position controller is also used as

described above to update the treadmill angle/slope in real

time, Eq. (2), Fig. 1.

Thus, the overall self-paced strategy has two independent

inputs: the self-selected running speed vr and the individual

predetermined work-rate profile P. Volitional changes in vr
lead to transient deviations of position x from the target x*;

the resulting position error e ¼ x� � x feeds into the

dynamic compensator function C(s) resulting in an updated

treadmill speed vt which in turn serves to reduce the posi-

tion error; treadmill angle/slope is also continuously

adjusted using the speed variable vt(t) and work rate P(t)

according to Eq. (2).

The parameters of the compensator C(s) were determined

using an analytical control design procedure based on estab-

lished feedback system principles (�Astrӧm & Murray, 2008).

C(s) was chosen to be a linear, time-invariant, strictly proper

transfer function:

CðsÞ ¼ g1sþ g0
sðsþ h0Þ ; ð3Þ

where s is the Laplace-transform complex variable. The real

controller parameters g1, g0 and h0 were computed to give

position control performance with a satisfactory speed of

response (closed-loop bandwidth). Integral action was

included via the factor 1/s, thus ensuring zero steady-state

position error. The same compensator parameters were used

for all subjects.

Control design used a dynamic model derived from the

underlying equations of motion for runner position: position

x is simply the integral of the difference between the speeds

of the treadmill and the runner (see Fig. 1), expressed in the

time and frequency domains as

xðtÞ ¼
Z
ðvtðtÞ � vrðtÞÞdt !xðsÞ ¼ 1

s
ðvtðsÞ � vrðsÞÞ: ð4Þ

Here, the double arrow denotes forward and inverse

Laplace transformation.
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Equipment

Gas exchange variables and heart rate were recorded breath-

by-breath using a cardiopulmonary monitoring system (Meta-

max 3B; Cortex Biophysik GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) and

analysed using the proprietary software associated with this

device (Metasoft, version 3�9�9 SR5). Prior to each test,

volume and gas concentrations were calibrated using a 3-l

syringe and a precision gas mixture (15% O2, 5% CO2). Heart

rate was recorded using a chest belt (T34; Polar Electro Oy,

Kempele, Finland).

The CP and SP protocols were both executed on a motor-

ized, computer-controlled treadmill (model Venus, h/p/

cosmos Sports and Medical GmbH, Nussdorf-Traunstein,

Germany) connected via an RS-232 serial communication link

to a personal computer. For the CP protocol, the speed and

slope profiles were preprogrammed and implemented in real

time in the Metasoft software on the PC. The SP protocol,

incorporating the automatic position control system, was

implemented in the PC using Matlab/Simulink with the Real-

Time Workshop (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts,

USA); for SP, slope was updated in real time using Eq. (2),

based on the preprogrammed work-rate profile and the tread-

mill speed, the latter having been determined as a function of

the subject’s self-selected speed using the automatic position-

ing controller described above (Section Automatic positioning

controller for self-paced testing, Fig. 1).

For automatic positioning control in the SP strategy, contin-

uous feedback of the subject’s position x was obtained using a

wire draw encoder (Ecoline BCG08-L1KM03PP; Sick AG,

Waldkirch, Germany) mounted at the front of the treadmill

and connected to the subject via a side release buckle attached

to a waist belt. The analogue sensor signal was read into the

Matlab/Simulink control program in real time using a data

acquisition card (PCI-6024E; National Instruments Corp.,

Austin, Texas, USA).

Outcome measures

The outcomes comprised four peak performance parameters,

two submaximal thresholds and ramp duration; their defini-

tion, notation, units and method of determination are given

as follows.

Peak performance outcomes:

1 Peak oxygen uptake, _VO2peak [l min�1]: the highest value of

a 15-breath moving average of _VO2.

2 Peak heart rate, HRpeak [bpm]: the highest value of heart rate.

3 Peak respiratory exchange ratio, RERpeak [dimensionless]:

the value of a 15-breath moving average of RER at the time of

occurrence of _VO2peak, where RER ¼ _VCO2= _VO2.

4 Peak rate of work done against gravity, Ppeak [W]: the value

of the rate of work done against gravity at the time of occur-

rence of _VO2peak, calculated using Eq. (1).

The submaximal outcomes comprised two thresholds which

were obtained by analysis of gas exchange variables. For sim-

plicity, these are referred to here as the first and second venti-

latory thresholds, VT1 and VT2, but a range of alternative

+ –+

–

Position controller

Angle calculation:

Distance dynamics

Figure 1 Self-paced (SP) protocol and automatic position control structure. Continuous, real-time determination of treadmill speed vt and angle
h, driven by self-selected running speed vr and work-rate profile P. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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terms have been used elsewhere. The methodology summa-

rized below for determination of VT1 and VT2 follows Binder

et al. (2008) where a review of the diverse terminology

employed for VT1 and VT2 can also be found.

Submaximal performance outcomes:

1 Oxygen uptake at the first ventilatory threshold, _VO2VT1

[l min�1]: VT1 was determined by: (i) visual inspection of the

point where _VE= _VO2 reaches its minimum or starts to increase

without an increase in _VE= _VCO2; (ii) visual inspection of the

point at which PETO2 reaches a minimum or starts to increase

without a decline in PETCO2 and (iii) calculation of the point

of deflection of _VCO2 versus _VO2 (V-slope method).

2 Oxygen uptake at the second ventilatory threshold, _VO2VT2

[l min�1]: VT2 was obtained by: (i) visual inspection of the

point where _VE= _VCO2 has its minimum value or starts a non-

linear increase; (ii) visual inspection of the point where

PETCO2 starts to decline and (iii) calculation of the point of

deflection of _VE versus _VCO2.

The thresholds were estimated independently by two expe-

rienced raters (JS and KJH) using the above criteria; the

definitive values were then set by mutual agreement.

The duration of the ramp phase, denoted tramp [s] and

defined as the time from ramp onset until the time at which
_VO2peak was deemed to have occurred, was also recorded.

Criteria for feasibility assessment

The criteria employed for assessment of the feasibility of the

new self-paced method were as follows (Bowen et al., 2009):

(i) implementation (technical feasibility of self-paced

approach), (ii) acceptability (was the testing methodology tol-

erable?) and (iii) responsiveness (were the principal peak and

submaximal performance outcomes able to be identified?).

Statistical analysis

A comparison of means was carried out for all seven outcome

variables to test for any differences between the CP and SP pro-

tocols. Before the hypothesis testing was carried out, normality

of the sample differences was checked using the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test with Lilliefors correction. Paired two-sided t-tests

were employed for normal data and Wilcoxon signed-rank

tests otherwise. The null hypothesis for each paired comparison

was that no difference existed and the significance level was set

to a = 0�05. Statistical analysis was performed using the Matlab

Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (The Mathworks Inc.).

Results

Mean peak oxygen uptake was not significantly different (mean

difference 0�04 ml min�1) for the computer-paced and self-

paced protocols: _VO2peak was 4�38 � 0�48 versus 4�34 �
0�46 ml min�1, CP versus SP (P = 0�42; Table 2, top row;

Fig. 2a). Likewise, there were no significant differences in the

other peak and submaximal cardiopulmonary parameters,

viz. HRpeak, RERpeak, _VO2VT1 and _VO2VT2 (Table 2; Figs 2b,c

and 3a,b).

The first ventilatory threshold, VT1, was successfully deter-

mined for all 10 subjects for both protocols. As noted in Table 2,

for one subject VT2 could not be determined for both the CP and

SP protocols, therefore n = 9 for the _VO2VT2 comparison.

The ramp duration for CP was substantially and significantly

longer (mean difference 123�2 s � 2 min, 3�2 s) than for SP:

tramp was 494�5 � 71�1 versus 371�3 � 86�0 s, CP versus SP

(P = 0�00072; Table 2, bottom row; Fig. 4b). In 2 of 10

cases for SP, tramp was outwith (below) the desirable ramp

duration range of 5–26 min (see Section Discussion), whereas

for CP, no case was outside this range (Fig. 4b). Concomi-

tantly (for ramp protocols, work rate is directly proportional

to time), the peak rate of work done against gravity, Ppeak,

was significantly higher (mean difference 61�0 W) for CP

than for SP: 264�8 � 40�8 versus 203�8 � 53�4 W, CP versus

SP (P = 0�0021, Table 2, Fig. 4a).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of a

new method for self-paced peak performance testing on tread-

mills and to compare peak and submaximal performance

Table 2 Outcome measures for paired comparisons and P-values for comparison of means (see also Figs 2–4).

Mean � SD
MD (95% CI)

P-valueCP SP CP–SP

_VO2peak/(l min�1) 4�38 � 0�48 4�34 � 0�46 0�04 (�0�07, 0�15) 0�42
HRpeak/(bpm) 188�1 � 10�2 190�5 � 9�7 �2�4 (�9�9, 5�1) 1�0
RERpeak 1�16 � 0�05 1�14 � 0�09 0�02 (�0�04, 0�07) 0�48
Ppeak/(W) 264�8 � 40�8 203�8 � 53�4 61�0 (28�6, 93�4) 0�0021
_VO2VT1/(l min�1) 2�15 � 0�39 2�24 � 0�44 �0�09 (�0�27, 0�08) 0�26
_VO2VT2/(l min�1) 3�66 � 0�72 3�58 � 0�70 0�08 (�0�27, 0�43) 0�61
tramp/(s) 494�5 � 71�1 371�3 � 86�0 123�2 (67�7, 178�7) 0�00072

n = 10, except _VO2VT2 (n = 9).
CP, computer-paced; SP, self-paced; MD, mean difference, CP–SP; SD, standard deviation; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval for the mean differ-
ence; P-values are: paired two-sided t-tests, except for HRpeak (two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
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outcomes with those obtained using a non-self-paced method

employing predetermined speed and slope profiles. The pro-

posed self-paced method is based upon automatic subject

positioning using feedback control together with an exercise

intensity which is driven by a predetermined, individualized

work-rate ramp.

The mean ramp-phase duration of 6�2 min (371�3 s) for

the self-paced protocol was significantly shorter than for the

computer-paced approach [8�2 min (494�5 s)], but was still

within contemporary guidelines for incremental test duration

(Midgley et al., 2008): there, Midgley et al. critically reviewed

available evidence and concluded that, to elicit valid peak _VO2

values, incremental treadmill tests should last between 5 and

26 min. This conclusion challenged a widely adopted

recommendation from Buchfuhrer et al. (1983) that test dura-

tion should be between 8 and 12 min – the latest guidelines

from the American College of Sports Medicine still recommend

8–12 min for clinical exercise testing (Pescatello et al., 2014;

p. 126) – but the Buchfuhrer study included only five subjects

and has been criticized elsewhere as being underpowered to an

‘unacceptable’ degree (Yoon et al., 2007). The authors of

Buchfuhrer et al. (1983) later refined their recommended dura-

tion to between 8 and 10 min, while adding that ‘tests as short

as 6 min are acceptable’ (Wasserman et al., 2004, p. 149).

Despite the difference in ramp-phase duration, both proto-

cols gave similar values for all peak and submaximal car-

diopulmonary parameters. This lends further support to the

concept that short-duration incremental tests can elicit valid
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Figure 2 Peak cardiopulmonary performance outcomes: samples for all 10 subjects for computer-paced (CP) and self-paced (SP) tests (see
Table 2); the green lines link the sample pairs from each subject; the red horizontal bars depict mean values. D is the difference between the
paired samples: D = CP–SP. MD is the mean difference (red horizontal bar), with its 95% confidence interval (CI) in blue. Inclusion of the value 0
within the 95% CIs signifies non-significant differences between the means; this conforms with P>0�05 for each of these variables (Table 2). [Col-
our figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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outcomes in some populations. This overall outcome is also

consistent with several studies reviewed in the Introduction

which did not show that self-pacing made a difference to the

measured physiology.

The significantly lower peak rate of work done against grav-

ity with the self-paced protocol is directly correlated with the

difference in ramp-phase duration because, for both protocols,

the work-rate ramp increased linearly with respect to time. It

may seem surprising that, despite the apparent difference in the

peak rate of work done against gravity, both protocols gave

similar peak _VO2 values. Closer analysis reveals, however, that

the maximum (self-determined) speed for self-pacing was sub-

stantially higher than for the conventional (preprogrammed)

profile (Fig. 5); in fact, the maximum SP-speed was higher

than the maximum CP-speed for all 10 subjects. Conversely,

the maximum treadmill slope for SP was lower than for CP. It
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Figure 3 Submaximal performance outcomes: samples for all 10 subjects for computer-paced (CP) and self-paced (SP) tests (see Table 2); the
green lines link the sample pairs from each subject; the red horizontal bars depict mean values. D is the difference between the paired samples:
D = CP–SP. MD is the mean difference (red horizontal bar), with its 95% confidence interval (CI) in blue. Inclusion of the value 0 within the
95% CIs signifies non-significant differences between the means; this conforms with P>0�05 for each of these variables (Table 2). [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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follows that the unmeasured component of work performed,

that is the baseline work rate associated with running on-the-

level at a given speed, will have been substantially higher for SP

than for CP. That is, the total rate of work actually attained dur-

ing the exercise, comprising the sum of this unmeasured power

and the rate of work done against gravity according to Eq. (1),

is likely to have been similar for the two protocols. This is

reflected in the similar values for peak _VO2. The observed mod-

erate and negative linear correlation between maximum speed

and ramp duration for the SP protocol (Fig. 5) is consistent

with this hypothesis.

Future studies investigating the potential of the proposed

self-paced approach to generate more valid peak _VO2 values

should be carefully designed to control for the observed ten-

dency for self-pacing to result in higher running speeds,

lower slopes and concomitantly shorter test durations: the

purpose of the present study was to do a head-to-head com-

parison with only a single factor, viz. self-paced versus com-

puter-paced; it is known, however, that ramp duration

influences peak oxygen uptake, see Midgley et al. (2008),

therefore the (significantly different) test duration emerged

unwittingly as a second, unaccounted-for factor.

A simple way to attempt to balance ramp-phase durations

for both protocols would be to use the ratio of the tramp val-

ues observed here to scale the target peak work rates. This

could be done in one of two ways: by extending the target

durations for SP to match those of CP or by reducing the tar-

get durations of CP to match those of SP.

A second option would be to augment the equation for

work rate, Eq. (1), to include a term which explicitly predicts

the on-the-level work rate. Such a term could be derived from

an estimate of the total metabolic cost (total _VO2) of running,

such as the widely employed equation described in Deschenes

& Ewing Garber (2014). That equation includes three terms:

one related to the cost of on-the-level running, which is lin-

early proportional to speed; one involving gravity, including

both speed and slope; and the baseline (resting) cost. The

modified work-rate equation, augmented using the first of

these terms, would then be

PðtÞ ¼ mgvtðtÞ sinðhðtÞÞ þ kvvtðtÞ; ð5Þ
where the constant of proportionality kv can be obtained using

an estimate of the oxygen cost of the work done during level

treadmill running (Saengsuwan et al., 2016). The correspond-

ing expression for the treadmill angle is [cf. Eq. (2)]

hðtÞ ¼ arcsin
PðtÞ � kvvtðtÞ

mgvtðtÞ
� �

: ð6Þ

Employment of these modified expressions would poten-

tially even out differences in test duration between the CP and

SP protocols: for a given total work rate P, a higher running

speed would give a higher on-the-level work-rate contribution

kvvt(t) [the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5)]

which would necessarily be compensated for by a lower con-

tribution from the gravitational component mgvt(t)sin(h(t)),
resulting in turn in a lower angle and slope.
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Figure 5 Correlation between ramp duration and maximum running speed. For the self-paced (SP) protocol, there is a moderate negative linear
correlation with r = �0�41, P = 0�24 (red line and samples). For the computer-paced (CP) protocol, there is a very strong (almost perfect) posi-
tive linear correlation: r = 0�98, P = 5�3 9 10�7, blue line and samples. The horizontal black-dashed lines indicatively mark durations of 5, 8, 10
and 12 min. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Conclusions

The new self-paced approach was found to be a feasible

method for estimation of peak and submaximal performance

parameters during incremental treadmill testing: the method

was technically implementable (implementation aspect), it

was well tolerated by the subjects (acceptability) and car-

diopulmonary performance outcomes were identifiable and

found to be similar to those obtained using a conventional

protocol (responsiveness). Further investigation of the pro-

posed self-paced method, with adjustment of the target ramp-

phase duration or modification of the work-rate calculation

equations, is warranted.
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